In the framework of the analysis t"i:T,'f,r::.tioo of ob."rved P Cygni line profiles, we describe and compa,re the nth order moment method with the line profile fitting technique. We then point out that, if we want to make a proper statistical study of the UV P Cygni profiles observed in the spectra of O-type stars, we have to take into account the severe pollution efects due to a forest of FeIV and FeV absorption Iines. We discuss a method allowing to correct the observed profiles for the presence of photospheric lines and we give estimates of the error on M caused by this pollution.
In the framework of the analysis t"i:T,'f,r::.tioo of ob."rved P Cygni line profiles, we describe and compa,re the nth order moment method with the line profile fitting technique. We Castor et al. (1981) in the framework of the Sobolev approximation. It was generalized by Surdej (1982, 1983a, 1983b, 1985) , Surdej and Hutsemékers (1990) and Hutsemékers and Surdej (1990 1.3 "log'Wo -log 'W$" and "log'Wo -log W,,," diagrams Fig. 1 illustrates, for n = 2, the "logWn -logWfl" diagram constructed for 18 models based on relations listed in table 1. Given a measured moment Wn, it is possible to derive W| bV just locating it in the diagra^rn. In this diagra,m, we see that for unsaturated Ines Wnis on the linear part of the curve which implies thatWl is independent of the model.
For saturated lines, the derived value for trYj becomes very sensitive to the adopted model. Furthermore, "1og Wn-logWn'" diagrams may also be used in order to estimate the velocity and opacity structures.
In conclusion, we cân say that the nth order moment method is well adapted to the study of properties of expanding envelopes in which P Cygni profiles are formed.
L.4 Comparison with the line profile fitting technique
1) The line profile fitting technique and the moment method are complementary : having made use of the latter one to determineW! and the velocity and opacity laws, the fitting method should be an interesting tool to confirm and/or refine the previous results.
2) Measured moments are insensitive to the spectral resolution (Castor, 1981) . The nth order moments method is then also well adapted to the study of under-resolved P Cygni line profiles.
3 Fig. 3 but for the CIV P Cygni line proflles as constructed from the average spectrum of the 50 first (upper line) 
